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Homemade Beauty-Annie Strole 2014-11-04 150 allnatural skin, hair and body care recipes that are
inexpensive, toxin-free, and easy for readers to make
themselves. Homemade Beauty is a beautifully packaged
collection of 150 all-natural skin, hair and body care recipes.
From turning blueberries into a lush detoxifying mask to
fresh lemongrass into a non-toxic bug repellent, Homemade
Beauty takes the ubiquitous eat-local, farm-to-table concept
and brings it to the beauty category. As reports on the
dangers of chemicals in cosmetics become increasingly
alarming and the aspiration to live a more natural life
grows, many of us are eager to take beauty regimens into
our own hands to ensure we are putting only the safest and
most natural ingredients on our bodies. Commercially
available organic beauty products are expensive, but they
are easy and cheaper to make at home and most require 5
simple ingredients or less. Recipes like Almond Rose Body
Lotion, Coconut Lavender Shampoo, and Brown Sugar
Vanilla Scrub will enchant you with heady scents – and thrill
you when you realize these pampering products take only 5
minutes to make!

DIY Beauty-Ina De Clercq 2019-06-04 Treat yourself to a
DIY spa day with these simple, natural, and affordable
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recipes to replicate your favorite beauty products—from
bath bombs to face masks!—from Lush, the Body Shop, and
more. Do you love indulging in self-care with fun beauty
products, but want to save some money? Or maybe you take
comfort in knowing exactly what you’re using on your skin.
Or maybe you just love do-it-yourself projects! With DIY
Beauty, you can learn to make your favorite beauty products
from some of today’s most popular brands. Try making face
scrubs inspired by Sephora, a homage to The Body Shop’s
Body Butter, or a homemade version of Burt’s Bees everpopular lip balm. From bath bombs to rival Lush to skin care
products like e.l.f.’s blemish treatments, these inexpensive
imitation recipes include easy step-by-step instructions to
help you customize your beauty product routine. Find
products that suit your unique skincare needs, modify your
favorites for best results, and choose which organic or allnatural ingredients you prefer. Make your favorite musthave beauty products even better—by making them
yourself!—with DIY Beauty.

Green Beauty Recipes-Julie Gabriel 2013-02-08 Learn
which vegetable oils, herbs, floral waters, essential oils,
plant-based emulsifiers, and natural preservatives to use,
how to pack and label your own beauty products, and how to
store them safely.

Natural Beauty-Elizabeth TenHouten 2013-07-16
Combining a wealth of tips and 75 recipes for all-natural
beauty aids, using nothing but pure ingredients direct from
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Mother Nature, with a philosophical approach to beauty as
the foremost purpose of human existence, Natural Beauty
inspires readers to pursue a natural, healthful approach to
caring for their mind, body and soul. For Elizabeth
TenHouten, the pursuit of beauty is cyclical: "We exist in a
parallel state of reaching for beauty. So, this dialectical
tension of reaching for and returning to beauty is the
cyclical state of beauty." In her new book, Natural Beauty,
TenHouten lays out a philosophy of beauty that
encompasses physical, mental and spiritual well-being, an
integrated approach that addresses the whole person.
Natural Beauty includes a wide variety of all-natural beauty
tips and tricks drawing on everyday ingredients with
amazing healthful properties.

Handmade Beauty-Juliette Goggin 2016-04-21 Handmade
Beauty is an inspirational guide to making skincare and
haircare products at home. Cosmetic experts Juliette Goggin
and Abi Righton show how, with a few basic materials and
some kitchen equipment, anyone can craft simple yet
effective recipes with natural ingredients. Based on the
authors' in-depth knowledge of the use of natural products
and active ingredients in contemporary skin- and haircare,
Handmade Beauty includes some of the latest thinking in
natural cosmetics. The first part of the book explores the
different ingredients, equipment and methods you need to
make the cosmetic projects. Juliette and Abi guide you
through the basic principles, such as making infusions, and
also explain what you need to know about storage and
safety. The second part of the book is devoted to 37 luscious
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recipes for the face, body and hair, plus suggestions for
adaptations. The featured projects cater for all skin and hair
types, and include face and body scrubs, cleansers, toners,
moisturizers, hand creams, lip balms, body butters, bath
bombs, foot sprays, shampoos and hair treatments. Step-bystep illustrations and clear instructions throughout ensure
that recipes are easy to follow. The book concludes with
ideas on packaging and presenting your beautiful
homemade products. Sample Recipe: How to Make
Nourishing Facial Oil Note from Author: This light facial oil
is very easy to make. It is ideal for normal to dry skins, and
a lovely treat for tired skin in winter. It is surprisingly quick
to absorb into the skin and really doesn't feel greasy, as you
might expect. It is best applied at bedtime. Alternatively, it
also works well as a light massage oil to relax the face.
Vitamin E oil, which promotes the healing and fading of
scars, is usually available in dilution with another oil, such
as sweet almond oil. INGREDIENTS 4 tsp rice bran oil 2 tsp
vitamin E oil in dilution sweet almond oil 1 1/2 tsp argan oil
2 1/2 tsp rosehip oil 2 drops geranium essential oil Makes 3
1/2 tbsp of facial oil EQUIPMENT Glass bottle with dropper
Step 1 Measure all the ingredients into a glass jar. Step 2
Stir to mix the oils and then pour into a sterilized, airtight
glass bottle with dropper. Label with the date and
ingredients used. HOW TO APPLY Using your fingertips,
apply a small amount to the face with light, upward
movements. Note: Store in a cool, dry place away from
sunlight. The facial oil will keep for 6 months to a year.
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100 Organic Skincare Recipes-Jessica Ress 2014-01-18
All-natural beauty product recipes for healthy, glowing skin
and a happier you! Stimulate your senses with Lemon Poppy
Seed Scrub. Rejuvenate your skin with a Glowing Goddess
Face and Body Mask. Wash away your worries with a Fizzy
Mojito Foot Spa. Filled with all-natural ingredients like shea
butter, essential oils, and brown sugar, each recipe in 100
Organic Skincare Recipes gives you the opportunity to mix
up your own beauty products--without any of the hazardous
chemicals you'd find in store-bought brands. Whether you
have sensitive skin or just want to switch to a natural beauty
routine, these step-by-step instructions will teach you how
to use oils, herbs, and other easy-to-find ingredients to make
amazingly effective organic skincare recipes. You will enjoy
creating your own one-of-a-kind home spa products, such as
Invigorating Ginger Citrus Body Wash, Carrot-Coconut
NutraMoist Mask, and Chocolate Lip Scrub. With the
beautiful, soothing products in 100 Organic Skincare
Recipes, you'll always be just a few moments away from the
luxury of your very own home spa experience, and an easy
escape into tranquility, relaxation, and indulgence.

Organic Body Care Recipes-Stephanie L. Tourles
2007-06-01 Discover the joys of all-natural body care.
Stephanie Tourles shows you how to use fruit, flowers,
herbs, and minerals to craft healthy products that promote
radiant skin, strong nails, shiny hair, and an elevated mood.
Pamper yourself from head to toe with products like
Strawberry Cleanser, Pineapple Sunflower Scrub, and
Almond Rose Body Lotion. Gentle on your skin and free of
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harsh chemicals found in commercial products, you’ll want
to indulge yourself over and over with these luxuriously
aromatic bath blends, face masks, and body scrubs.

Organic Beauty Recipes by Eve-Eve Cabanel 2020-08-08
"SIMPLE" "EFFECTIVE" "EASY TO FOLLOW" &
"INSPIRATIONAL!" This is Eve's long-awaited DIY beauty
book, with a treasure trove of effective and easy to follow
organic beauty recipes with 100% natural ingredients that
really work. How to make lip balm, body butter, scrub,
mask, and face cream will have no more secrets for you! All
unique recipes have been carefully crafted and tested at
home (on humans!). It includes a wealth of helpful
information on DIY natural skincare as well as how to
substitute ingredients and customize your own homemade
beauty products in your kitchen. If you are looking for ideas
on how to take care of your skin the healthy and natural
way, then Eve's organic skin care 101 book is for you!
HOMEMADE NATURAL SKIN CARE BY EVE PRAISES "All
of the organic beauty recipes are easy to follow and use
ingredients that are readily available. What we put in our
bodies is important but equally important is what we put on
our bodies. Inspirational!" Michelle Norris - Harvest, USA
"Eve's recipes have transformed my skincare and my skin!
After two decades of struggling with skin that was both
eczema-prone and acne-prone, my skin is now healing and
glowing! I now make my own simple, healthy, skin-friendly
beauty products. I'm so happy I found Eve's beauty recipes!"
Teresa McWilliam - Powell River, CANADA "I love Eve's
organic recipes, the instructions are always easy to follow
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and the results are really impressive." Amalia Rosoiu Cirencester, GREAT BRITAIN "Eve's recipes are not only
easy to make and environmentally conscious, they really
smell and feel divine and best of all, they work!!" Brandie
Alexander - Bridgetown, AUSTRALIA "I highly recommend
Eve's no harmful chemicals, just pure natural ingredients
and fabulous recipes to make your own products!" Suzi
Woodfield - Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND DIY RECIPE
MANGO BODY BUTTER This mango body butter melts right
away on contact with your skin, leaving it silky smooth and
not greasy. Total Time:25 minutes Ingredients 12
tablespoons of organic unrefined mango butter 2
tablespoons of organic refined shea butter 6 tablespoons of
organic safflower oil 1 teaspoon of arrowroot powder
(optional and to make it less greasy) 15 drops of roman
chamomile essential oil 3 drops of bergamot Bergaptene
free essential oil 10 drops of patchouli essential oil 3 Glass
Salve Containers of 100 ml Instructions Put the shea and
mango butter in a glass or metal bowl inside a pan filled
with water on low heat so they start melting slowly. Once
melted add the safflower oil and mix well. Put the bowl in
the freezer for 5 to 10 minutes, depending on the
temperature of your freezer. You want the mixture to not be
completely frozen but thick enough so it is not liquid. If it's a
soft paste then its ready to whip! Then take it out of the
freezer and start whipping with an electric whip at low
speed. Add the arrowroot powder and essential oils if
desired and begin whipping your mixture on low speed until
it becomes fluffy. Your whipped butter will have a fluffy
consistency!
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Homemade Makeup-Jane Aniston 2015-10-21 Ditch
Damaging, Toxic Makeup & Enjoy Making Your Own
Healthy, Organic Cosmetics At Home Today! Do you know
about the nasty chemicals in your store-bought cosmetics
and the damaging effects they can have on your skin and
body? Neither did I, but now that I do I would never expose
myself to these toxic nasties again! Many store-bought
cosmetics contain a vast array of toxic chemicals which you
introduce to your body via your skin every time you apply
them. Once in your body, these chemicals build up over time
and can contribute to a myriad of health problems. Making
your own natural cosmetics at home is quick, easy,
inexpensive and fun. Whats more, not only are these
cosmetics good for your skin, your health, and your wallet,
they're also good for the environment as all the ingredients
used are non-toxic and non-polluting. In this book you'll
learn more about exactly why you should ditch toxic, storebought cosmetics which are full of mysterious chemicals,
and start making your own healthy, homemade alternatives
today. This book also includes 28 amazing natural
homemade makeup recipes each of which clearly lists the
ingredients required and is beautifully laid out with simple
step by step instructions, making it easy for you to follow
along. Here's A Preview Of What You'll Learn... What The
Chemical Nasties Lurking In Your Store-Bought Makeup Are
And Their Potential Effects On Your Skin & Your Health!
The Natural Ingredients You Can Use In Your Homemade
Cosmetics And The Benefits Of Each Insider Tips On
Creating Your Own Cosmetics Natural Cosmetics Recipes
For Your Skin(Makeup Bases, Foundations, Concealer,
Blushers, Bronzers, Finishing Powders) Natural Makeup
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Recipes For Your Eyes(Eye Shadows, Eye Liners, Mascaras)
Natural Makeup Recipes For Your Lips(Easy-Glide Lipsticks,
Matte Lipsticks, Glossy Lipsticks) Includes Makeup Recipes
For Those WithProblem Skin (Acne, Sensitive Skin etc.) You
can have fantastic cosmetics and that glamorous look
without taking risks with your health!. Buy "Homemade
Makeup - A Complete Beginner's Guide To Natural DIY
Cosmetics" today and you'll have access to 28 natural,
healthy, organic makeup recipes which you'll be making in
no time!

64 DIY Natural Beauty Recipes-Jane Moore 2015-01-14
64 DIY natural beauty recipes - How to Make Amazing
Homemade Skin Care Recipes, Essential Oils, Body Care
Products and More Are you looking for healthier, more
natural skin care you can make yourself? Feeling good is
important, but so is looking your best. For many us the idea
of using unnatural products and putting chemicals onto our
skin is unappealing. Instead, you'd prefer to find a more
natural way to take good care of your skin. After all, why
can't we choose natural options? Get 64 DIY natural recipes
to clean, tone, moisturize and exfoliate your skin, along with
lip balms, body butters and more.Also, you'll discover..What
chemicals to watch for that the beauty industry relies
onSafe natural ingredients to use on your skinWhy natural
skin care is so much more beneficialHow easy it is to make
your own productsAnd much more!Table of Contents Taking
Care of Your Skin Naturally Natural Aging Beautifully Bases for Natural Skin Care Honey skin care, Shea Butter
skin care, Jojoba skin care and Aloe Vera skin care. Keep it
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Simple Why you should choose natural skin care and beauty
products, reading labels, top industry offenders, organic
skin care.64 DIY RecipesContent for chapter 4

Make It Up-Marie Rayma 2016-12-27 Ever think of making
your own beauty products -- handmade, high performance,
healthy alternatives to just about every chemical laden
product you currently put on your face and body? It's easier
than you think! In Make It Up author Marie Rayma shares
the recipes she has developed through years of trial, error,
and testing to come up with the very best. This is real
makeup and skincare: bright lipsticks, quality mineral
powders, long-wearing eyeliners, and masks and cleansers
that yield results. Rayma walks you through natural
ingredients available online or at health food stores. These
awesome oils, butters, clays, and minerals will replace the
petroleum products, artificial colors, and lab-created
mystery fragrances that have untold effects on our bodies.
Products can be tailored for individual needs -- from
swapping out ingredients not suitable for sensitive skin to
whipping up the perfect colors suited for any complexion.
With easy-to-follow instruction, Make It Up provides more
than 40 essential cosmetics and skin care projects so you
can make just what you want, when you need it.

Homemade Beauty Products for Beginners: the
Complete Bundle Guide to Making Luxurious
Homemade Soap, Homemade Body Butter, and
Homemade Shampoo Recipes-Karen Wells 2015-03-12
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Discover how to look beautiful naturally -- make your skin
and hair shine vibrantly! Do you want to stop harming your
skin with store-bought chemicals and stop wasting money
on these harmful products? You'll be shocked when you
discover how easy it is to bring out your natural beauty by
simply using these natural homemade beauty product
recipes... Beauty products are something every girl needs.
The problem is, it would burn a hole in our pockets if we
were to buy EVERY single beauty product we need and want
from today's leading beauty stores. Plus, most of them are
filled with chemicals that are actually very dangerous to our
skin, body and overall health. In Homemade Beauty
Products: For Beginners - The Complete Bundle Guide to
Making Luxurious Homemade Body Butter, Homemade
Soap, Homemade Shampoo & Homemade Bath Bombs,
you'll get 4 unique books to help you make your own
homemade beauty product recipes from start to finish, all
with affordable ingredients: In this bundle, get FOUR of
Karen Wells' best-selling books and SAVE $35.91 OFF the
normal price ($47.88)! That's a savings of 75%! BOOK 1:
Homemade Body Butter: Over 25 Rejuvenating Body Butter
& Body Scrub Recipes to Give You Soft, Glowing Skin BOOK
2: Soap Making: Homemade Soap for Beginners - The
Complete Guide to Making Luxurious, Skin-Softening Soap
at Home BOOK 3: Homemade Shampoo: Over 25
Revitalizing, Natural Shampoo Recipes to Give You Healthy,
Beautiful Hair BOOK 4: Homemade Bath Bombs: The
Complete DIY Guide to Making Luxurious, Soothing Bath
Bombs Get beautiful naturally and save money by getting
the bundle! Here's what one reader thought of the book: "I
love this bundle! I had to read through it all at once because
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I got so excited about the possibilities. I bought it on a whim
thinking I would try it 'sometime' but I can't wait to try
many of these recipes. I like the easy way that the author
writes in clear and concise way. Directions are thorough and
easy to follow with a good flow to them." - Rosaland, actual
Amazon reader *NO RISK GUARANTEE:* I'm very confident
you'll like this book, but if you read it and feel that it does
not deliver the value promised, you can simply email my
publisher (contact info inside this book) and we'll issue a
100% refund to you. Ready for skin and hair that will make
your friends jealous? GET ALL 4 BOOKS TODAY AND SAVE
$35.91!

DIY Makeup and Homemade Beauty Products-Julia
Broderick 2015-05-07 DIY Makeup and Homemade Beauty
Products (The All Natural, Chemical Free Cosmetics
Book)All You Ever Wanted to Know about Making Natural
Cosmetics and Homemade MakeupIn this book, you will
learn everything you need to know about creating your very
own DIY cosmetics, with ingredients that you most probably
have at home in your kitchen. Learn the wonderful skill of
creating chemical free products such as seaweed mascaras,
homemade cleansers, green tea serums, lip and body
scrubs, eyeliners and eye shadows, hairsprays with fantastic
holding power, lipsticks, moisturizers for all skin types, hair
care, face toners, foundation according to your skin tone,
shampoo and conditioners and much more! Say no more to
toxic ingredients. Kiss your makeup intolerance or allergies
goodbye! Protect your skin with the nourishment it craves
with these natural homemade recipes! Your body will thank
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you for it!7 Reasons to Buy This Book* Learn how to save
money and create amazing natural cosmetics at home *
Learn to create the easiest and safest eye makeup products*
Learn to create nourishing moisturizers for all skin types*
Learn how to create foundations and homemade blush*
Learn how to create lipsticks and lip gloss with no Vaseline
or beeswax needed* Learn how to create wonderful hair
masks and skin treatments* Educate yourself, find out what
you need to look out for in store bought cosmetics and
protect yourself and your family from harsh chemicals If you
have been looking for an easy and convenient way to create
diy makeup and cosmetics with simple ingredients, you are
in the right place. After reading this book, you'll know
absolutely everything you need to know to get started. Get
Your Copy Right Now!

Organic Body Care Recipes-Jennifer Faris 2017-08-05 In
this book, I gathered simple, affordable and maximally
efficient step-by-step recipes for natural cosmetics, which
you may easily prepare at home with your hands. All these
methods have repeatedly been tested in practice and can
help you to solve your most profound and age-old
challenges, which sometimes remain unsolved even if you
use some expensive branded products. These products
–from lotions to creams – do no harm to the skin and the
environment so that we can call them eco cosmetics. Most
of the recipes described here consist of simple, affordable
and useful components. And their effectiveness is proven
not only by professional cosmetologists but also by
numerous women who use them regularly as the part of skin
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care and they help to slow down skin aging and to improve
its appearance. If you are not lazy and decide to include
homemade facial masks in the list of your daily facial skin
care products, you can improve the quality condition of your
skin and extend its youth and beauty for many years. The
health of your skin depends on the food and vitamins
consumed by you, but that is not enough because your skin
should be ‘fed’ from outside. And here, again, Nature will be
your helper number one. It has already created beautiful
things, which help us to stay healthy and young. You just
need to listen to its advice. Free Gift Inside ;) Would You
Like To Know More? This book is Delivered Instantly to Your
Reading Device Just Scroll To The Top Of The Page And
Select The "Buy Now" Button! Download Your Copy Today!
© 2017 All Rights Reserved!

Natural & Organic Beauty Recipes-Evelyn R. Scott
2015-03-10 Have you noticed? You continue to use
cosmetics & products promising you an acne-free life, antiaging results, smoother glowing skin... But the more you use
these products, the fewer results you see. If you're like
millions of other people, you may begin to feel they only
prove to be a waste of both your money (the best of these
products come with a hefty price tag!) and your time. There
very well could be something else that is being "wasted," too
-- your very health. It's true! Even the so-called natural and
organic cosmetics seem to carry potential dangers -- despite
the soothing assurances of commercials and manufacturers.
If you put cosmetics on with less than healthy -- even toxic -ingredients, guess what happens? All the potentially toxic
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items soak directly into your skin and into your system.
Surely there must be a better way to make you look and feel
better without putting your health on the line everyday!
What if I told you there were products available that are
natural, and many times organic that wouldn't harm your
skin or endanger your health? What if I told you there were
products you can use and be absolutely sure of the
ingredients you were using? What if I told you the
ingredients for these outstanding skin care remedies are
waiting for you right now in your very own kitchen? All you
need to do is gather the items and make them. It's true and
this is what "Natural & Organic Beauty Recipes" will show
you. Just imagine being able to have healthier & more
beautiful skin in just 7 days (or less) without becoming
frustrated or wasting your time. Here's what you'll discover
in "Natural & Organic Beauty Recipes": - The potentially
dangerous and toxic ingredients lurking in many modern
cosmetics... - How to understand the advantages of creating
your own skin care recipes, therapies and treatments... Dozens of easy-to-make, all-natural recipes for facial scrubs,
masks, under eye treatments, moisturizers and more... - 7
everyday but often overlooked tips and tricks for
understanding your skin and giving it the best treatments...
- WARNING: 3 things you should never do when it comes to
creating your own homemade skin care treatments... - 6
time tested and proven strategies to reducing, treating and
curing many common skin problems... - How to use natural
skin care recipes to improve your skin's moisture content
and repair damaged skin... - How to use skin care recipes to
boost your skin's ability to protect itself from environmental
toxins... - And much more...
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Natural Cosmetics-Amber Green 2017-11-26 Getting Your
FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see
"BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion.
Natural Cosmetics: 15 Homemade Organic Makeup Recipes
Beauty is a common denominator for all women. It doesn't
matter where you're from, what you do, or what your
definition of beauty is, we all want to look good and feel
great about our appearance. So, we dutifully head to the
department store to find all kinds of supplies, whether we
like red, red lips, dark eye shadow, or flawless skin. We
spend hours walking up and down the cosmetic aisle, then
we spend hours in front of the mirror, trying to find that
perfect look. Or, if you prefer something minimal, it can only
take a few minutes for you to get through your beauty
routine... but the end goal is the same. You want to look like
you want and feel great about yourself, no matter how
much... or how little makeup that is. Yet, there is another
common denominator that ties us all together. Whether you
want a lot of makeup or just a touch where it counts, you
know that you have the highest standards for what you put
on your skin. You don't want anything made out of synthetic
material, and you don't want anything with crazy
ingredients. In fact, it doesn't matter what look you are
trying to achieve, you want what you put on your skin to be
healthy, all natural, and organic. You want to feel good
about what you are putting on your skin, and you want to
know without a doubt that you aren't going to have any ill
side effects from what you are using. With this book, you are
going to learn how to make your own makeup. You're going
to discover how easy it is to use all natural, organic
ingredients to make all of the makeup you want, and get the
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exact shades and products you need. Learn how to make a
variety of makeup out of all natural ingredients Learn how
use the right ingredients for the look you want Mix and
match for your favorite results And more!

Natural Beauty-Karen Gilbert 2015-03-07 Packed with
pampering recipes to create your own beauty essentials for
face, body, and hair. Most of us use a huge variety of beauty
products on our skin and hair every day - from shower gel
and shampoo to moisturizer and hand cream - but the
majority of these products contain a variety of chemicals. In
Natural Beauty, natural skincare and fragrance expert
Karen Gilbert shows you how to make your own lotions and
potions at home, using readily available, natural ingredients
and easy-to-follow methods. For the face, there are
moisturizers, masks and cleansers; for the body choose from
scrubs and shower gels, soaps and body lotions. And when
you need some extra-special pampering, try the recipes for
lip balms, massage bars, bath oils and eye gels. So try your
hand at making a neroli hydrating spritz or a macadamia
and jojoba moisturizer, a mango and lime body butter or
lemon and tea tree foot balm, bergamot and grapefruit
wake-up wash or cocoa butter lip balm - the hardest part is
choosing which of the pampering projects to try first! Each
recipe has clear step-by-step photographs to guide you, and
there are numerous variations to try.

Gaia's Beauty Parlour: 101 Homemade Beauty
Recipes-Milica Vladova 2014-09-14 We are living in
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interesting times with state of the art beauty technologies
and all kinds of synthetic artificial compounds. Never have
there been so many different cosmetic products as there are
today. But at what cost? Are they all beneficial? Haven’t we
drifted too far from Nature? Learn how to prepare your own
beauty remedies at home using only ingredients from
Mother Nature. Making our own natural cosmetics can be
fun, easy and effective. Because Gaia knows best!

200 Tips, Techniques, and Recipes for Natural BeautyShannon Buck 2014-09-01 A step-by-step guidebook that
shows you how to make your own skin creams, hair
products, and perfume blends using essential oils and other
natural ingredients. Many of today's beauty products
contain chemicals and oer additives that most of us have
never heard of--and probably would avoid if we knew how
harmful they really were. With 200 Tips, Techniques, and
Recipes for Natural Beauty, you'll learn all that you need to
know to make your own safe and healthy beauty products,
with recipes and formulas such as: Lemon Verbena
Cleansing Milk Exquisite Bulgarian Rose Hair Powder
Peppermint Cocoa Lip Balm Herbal Rosemary & Mint
Shampoo Brilliant Blueberry & Manuka Honey Face Scrub
Skin-Soothing Bath Tea Peppermint and Tea Tree Leave-In
Conditioner Create delightful body butters, salves, balms,
glosses, scrubs and more using all-natural, holistic
ingredients like herbs, flowers, tea, baking soda, and
coconut oil. Discover conditioning carrier oils, sumptuous
butters, and aromatic floral extracts that will nourish you
from head to toe. Some of the recipes can also be used for
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overall health, including curative herbal extracts and
therapeutically effective essential oils. With step-by-step
photographs, clear instructions, and expert tips, each recipe
is easy to follow. Give the products you create as gifts or
keep them for yourself. Regardless, you'll never want to buy
beauty products from the drug store again!

Hello Glow (DIY Skincare Book; Natural Ingredient
Face Masks)-Stephanie Gerber 2022-01-04 Make your own
fresh, organic, and effective spa, skincare, hairmaintenance, and cosmetics recipes at home. Stephanie
Gerber, founder and editor of Hello Glow, believes the
journey to well-being can (and should!) be simple and
beautiful, natural, and stylish. This is why her site,
HelloGlow.co, is the trusted destination for organic
wellness, nutrition, and skincare ideas. From masks of all
flavors for all skin types, to soothing bath oils and
invigorating scrubs, and from treats for your tresses to
beauty-boosting DIY cosmetics, Hello Glow has you covered.
Start your journey to a healthier life and look with this allinclusive guide to natural beauty. Featuring a collection of
favorite recipes, Hello Glow readers will discover: For the
Face—more than 50 recipes to put your best face forward
Brightening Geranium Moisturizer Cranberry Lip
Gloss+Cheek Stain Balancing Rosemary-Thyme Toner For
the Body—an indulgent collection of soaps, perfumes, bath
mixes, and more Revitalizing Herbal Detox Body Wrap
Cellulite-Smoothing Kiwi Scrub Zinc-Coconut Sunscreen For
the Hair—have a good hair day with these shampoos, masks,
scalp scrubs, and sprays Ginger Hot-Oil Treatment RoseCosmetic Home Made
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Water Anti-Frizz Spray Nourishing Peach Scalp Scrub
MORE THAN 100 DIY RECIPES: Find head-to-toe care
solutions containing natural, easy-to-find ingredients
HELPFUL STARTER SECTION: Get a comprehensive primer
in basic skincare and organic ingredients to stock up on
BONUS CONTENT: Includes favorite DIY recipes for facials
and aromatherapy found in Stephanie’s newest books: Hello
Gorgeous and Essential Glow

The Natural Beauty Recipe Book-Stephanie Rose
2016-01-06 The Natural Beauty Recipe Book includes easyto-make, homemade herbal recipes for the whole body. If
you suffer from dry or oily skin, eczema, blemishes, or other
common skin issues, trying out the natural recipes in this
book may make a world of difference for you. Plus, replacing
synthetic products with natural ones is better for your
health, environment, and even your wallet! This book begins
with a chapter outlining the different ingredients that you'll
need in your home supply: oils, butters, waxes, essential
oils, botanicals, and more. The rest of the book is broken
into five chapters of simple beginner recipes for natural
beauty. Scrubs, Lotions, & Potions covers exfoliating sugar
and salt scrubs for your whole body, as well as homemade
lotion, toner, face masks and even a portable hand sanitizer.
Balms and Butters covers the basics of making balms like lip
balm, cuticle repair, solid perfume, as well as body butter
and even an all natural vapor rub recipe for cold and flu
season. Tub Time! takes us to the bath with herbal salts,
bath bombs, tub teas, melts, and soaks to soothe and repair
tired bodies and minds. Many of these also make fantastic
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homemade gifts. Summer skin needs a little bit extra love
and you'll find it in the chapter on Summer Skin Care. From
sunscreen lip balm and sunburn lotion to bug sprays and
insect bite relief, this chapter pampers your skin in every
way under the sun.

Botanical Beauty-Aubre Andrus 2017 "The award-winning
lifestyle editor of American Girl magazine shares recipes for
organic beauty and health products, demonstrating how to
use natural ingredients, from sea salt to beeswax, to make
scrubs, lotions, toothpaste and more."--

Organic Body Care-Gabrielle Landreau 2015-09-24 A
collection of 101 natural, chemical-free recipes that provide
safe and healthy alternatives for personal body care.

Botanical Skin Care Recipe Book- 2019-10-17 Created as
a companion to the Herbal Academy's Botanical Skin Care
Course, we've captured many of our favorite tried-andtested skincare recipes into one delicious herbal book.
Whether you're looking for a rich cream to pamper your
face, a soothing salve for minor first aid, or topical support
for a chronic skin condition, we've got something for you
here. By the time you work your way through this recipe
collection, you'll have a full cupboard of incredible botanical
skincare products to share with your friends and family--and
maybe even your pets and neighbors, too.
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Toxin-Free Homemade Easy Beauty Recipes-Milica
Vladova 2016-07-15 **MORE THAN 90 NATURAL ORGANIC
HOMEMADE BEAUTY PRODUCTS FOR THE WHOLE
BODY!** What are you going to find in this book? All kinds
of easy to make DIY beauty recipes: - face creams; - body
scrubs and lotions; - anti-cellulite ointments; - anti-stretch
marks creams; - sunscreens; - face and hair masks; shampoos and conditioners; - toothpastes and mouthwashes;
- and more... Invest in your natural organic beauty and
health while helping the Earth from toxic imprints with
"Toxin-free Homemade Easy Beauty Recipes"!

365 Days of Skin Care-Jamie Stewart 2016-09-14 365 Days
of DIY Skin Care Hacks - Essential Oils, Natural Soaps,
Homemade Face Masks, DIY Natural Beauty RecipesPut
yourself on your priority listAnd make some time to try the
awesome:* Essential Oils* Natural Soaps* Homemade Face
Masks* DIY Natural Beauty RecipesMost of us do our best,
particularly for the items we use every day, to use perfect
beauty products. There are thousands of different types of
cosmetic products such as soaps, creams, lotions, perfumes,
deodorants, face masks, and so on. It may seem difficult to
choose the right products, particularly for things we use on
our skin because it is body's largest and very important
organ. Skin protect us, it is body's first line of defense.
Furthermore, youthful and beautiful skin can indicate the
condition of our whole body. How to take care of our
precious skin? The majority of commercially prepared
beauty products are made with a lot of chemical ingredients
that can be harmful to our skin and our overall health.
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Further, it can be a big problem for people who suffer from
allergies to certain products, especially scented products.
Children's skin is especially sensitive to chemicals in
cosmetic products. The solution is simpler than you think you can make your own beauty products! The great news is
that you can control the ingredients that go into your
homemade products. You can be sure that your soaps,
creams and lotions are safe for everyone to use. Enjoy these
safe beauty trends!

The Natural Beauty Solution-Mary Helen Leonard
2015-05-01 You've stocked your kitchen with whole foods,
and cleansed your cabinets of processed snacks,
microwavemeals, and sugary desserts. After putting all of
that effort into your natural, healthy lifestyle, it doesn't
make a lot of sense to slather your body in chemical-laden
commercially produced beauty products. You are what you
eat, and your skin can absorb chemicals and additives just
as easily as your stomach. With just a little extra effort, you
can work handmade, natural beauty into your daily
routine.The Natural Beauty Solution is a step-by-step guide
to replacing commercial beauty products with a 100%
natural routine. The Natural Beauty Solution features twodozen easy-to-follow, customizable recipes for natural skin
care. The ingredients and recipes not only provide a healthy
alternative to mass-produced products, they make your skin
and hair look their best, naturally. Common skin disorders,
such as eczema, psoriasis,and acne are often aggravated by
the chemical ingredients contained within commercial
cosmetics. Chemical-based hair care can cause frizz,
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breakage, and scalp irritation. And, very often, it's the over
the counter “cures” that are the very thing that cause
common skin and hair care problems. By breaking the cycle
with a natural beauty routine, you can give your body a true
beauty reset. The Natural Beauty Solution will help you
completely overhaul your medicine cabinet, show you how
to create simple natural recipes that are quick and
affordable, and troubleshoot natural beauty methods to fit
your specific skin and hair type. The beautiful color
photography, the insightful and inspiring editorial, and the
easy to create natural recipes will have you re-examining -and re-directing -- your entire beauty routine to a natural
beauty solution.

Chocolate & Zucchini-Clotilde Dusoulier 2007 In a
cookbook based on her popular blog,
ChocolateandZucchini.com, a young Parisian shares her
cooking philosophy with a collection of more than seventyfive recipes that emphasize natural, healthy ingredients,
along with favorite cravings including chocolate, in such
dishes as Cumin Cheese Puffs, Tomato Tatin, Mustard
Chicken Stew, and Yogurt Cake. Original. 25,000 first
printing.

Pure Skin Care-Stephanie L. Tourles 2018-09-18 The
natural skin care industry is growing, with more and more
consumers seeking nontoxic, all-natural products. Now they
can make their own at home, less expensively and with
fewer additives. In Pure Skin Care, best-selling author and
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long-time formulator of natural products Stephanie L.
Tourles shares her 78 all-time favorite recipes for facial
cleansers and scrubs, masks, moisturizers, and steams,
along with creams, balms, and exfoliants for the entire body,
all formulated to meet the most up-to-date green beauty
standards. Readers will find specialized formulas for feet,
hands, and sun protection, along with instructions for
customizing recipes for particular skin types and easy-tomake treatments for common skin conditions like rosacea,
acne, and wrinkles. This book features soothing, pampering,
healing, and restorative formulas for all ages and needs.

Natural Homemade Skin Care-Militza Maury 2020-08-11
Beautiful, Vibrant Skin the Natural Way Ditch expensive
creams, serums and lotions full of mystery ingredients and
turn to nature to find the best remedies for all your skin
care needs with products you can make right at home.
Herbalist Militza Maury’s use of natural ingredients ensures
that you know exactly what’s in your skin-care products and
what you’re getting out of them—beautiful, nourished,
healthy skin. Creating a daily skin-care routine is easier
than ever with recipes for cleansers, toners and
moisturizers for every skin type. Try Soothing Cookie Dough
Cleanser for inflamed skin, Clean & Clear Hydrosol Toner
for oily or acne-prone skin or Moisture-Rich Solid Serum for
dry, dehydrated skin. No matter your skin’s needs, Militza
has products that will help you achieve healthy, glowing
skin from head to toe. And once you’ve established a daily
routine that works for you, don’t forget to make skin care
fun with a whole slew of masks, scrubs, bath products and
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more—all made from safe, familiar ingredients like honey,
cocoa butter, fresh herbs and essential oils. With
information about the nourishing and healing properties of
the ingredients used and instructions for infusing vinegar,
oil and honey to further increase the efficacy of the recipes,
this collection gives you all the information you need to
make quality skin-care products at home.

Organic Body Care Recipes-Katherine Hopkins
2016-04-17 Organic body care recipes: 35 homemade
beauty recipes to hydrate, nourish and exfoliate the
skin"Wow you look so beautiful! I can't see a trace of
makeup, there have been no recent spa appointments
either; how have you manged to restore your youthful skin
even now when kids are at college Maya?"Such questions
are nothing but sheer delight to a woman's ears - when you
can look good without makeup, that's the real beauty, isn't
it? Anyone would feel frustrated if they have to conceal their
lines, blemishes, marks and acne under layers of makeup
day in day out. Why not go the natural way and let nature
take care of your skin in such a way that it glows from
within and you get that perfect radiance each day, every
day! A dream come true - right? It isn't a dream anymore.
It's been seen that doing organic does you a lot of good and not just eating organic is great for bodily health, but
even applying organic scrubs will go a long way in ensuring
you look and feel your best, with all the radiance of an
infant's skin and feel like a goddess!It's been found that
scrubs are a good step towards wellness - they're great to
exfoliate, rejuvenate and moisturise. They make the skin
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clean as well as nourish it with essential moisture and oils,
making it soft subtle and delightful! People with bodily
odour find it beneficial for reducing the stench and keeping
them fresh for longer.But cosmetic companies are charging
a bomb for even a teeny - tiny bottle of scrub - how to make
it a daily habit? Also, how does the consumer come to know
if the product is actually organic or not? This e-book
attempts to encourage you to create your own organic body
scrubs, form the choicest organic ingredients and not just
save a lot of cash but also feel better and look gorgeous!
Everyday kitchen ingredients make for the best scrubs, they
are fresh and pure and you can customise the quantity and
quality according to your own need and convenience.
Customise the scrub descriptions in ratio and you have your
own personal beauty line! Is it not so cool? Also, store the
scrub packs in glass containers with lids and you have a
professional looking, almost market bought, beautiful and
organic wellness product right there in front of your eyes.
Just get creative! Scrubs also make great gifts - make your
own, help friends and loved ones look beautiful organically
and save a bomb on store bought cosmetics. Everyone likes
a handsome gift, why not surprise someone right out of their
shoes?! So let's centre in to the amazing world of beauty,
finesse and being organic to the very core! We hope you
enjoy the recipes provided in this book. Each recipe also
contains a descriptive note about how beneficial it is for
your skin. Read up and use; we have something for all your
needs, be it exfoliation, glow, clean-up or hydration. A word
of caution - do not use any ingredient for which you have
known allergy, intolerance or repulsion. It'll just defeat the
entire purpose of the exercise. What's inside?* A short go on
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how to scrub correctlyThe Recipes:* Banana sugar body
scrub* Citrus salt or sugar scrub* Grapefruit greatness*
Lavender and grape seed happiness* Lemon and rosemary
fun* Pumpkin and honey desert scrub* Coco-coffee scrub*
Gram and almond oil scrub* Nourishing cucumber scrub*
Green tea aromatic scrub* The pumpkin pie* Very easy salt
scrub* The gentle oatmeal* Peppermint and lavender foot
scrub* Orange ginger foot scrub* Acne scrub * Mint sugar
scrub * Olive oil scrub - Mediterranean style* Blueberry
lemon delight* Satsuma and honey sugar scrub* Peppermint
candy cane scrub* Baby scrub for soft skin* Orange and
clove wonder* Stress buster* Cinnamon vanilla soothing
scrub* Walnut fun* Almond meal scrub with oils of choice*
Yogurt scrub* Rice scrub with honey and lemon mango
heaven scrub * Grape body scrub * Salt with a dash of Aloe
Vera scrub* The Pina Colada* The pink passion scrub*
Garlic and oatmeal scrub

Whole Beauty-Shiva Rose 2018-04-03 A decade ago, after
suffering from life-threatening autoimmune disorders,
Hollywood actress Shiva Rose set out to discover a more
holistic way to natural health and beauty. Growing her own
organic herbs and flowers; mixing creams, lotions, and
tonics; and following Ayurvedic practices and creating
mindful rituals, she has not only healed her life but has also
become a leader and entrepreneur in the world of allnatural beauty and lifestyle. Whole Beauty is her radiant
next step, a practical, inspiring, stunningly beautiful guide
to following a whole beauty practice at home. Here is the
recipe for Rose’s iconic rose hip facial serum, as well as 40
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other recipes for masks and exfoliants, hair-care products
and detoxes, and even DIY deodorant and toothpaste. She
explains Ayurvedic practices, such as dry brushing and oil
pulling, and home-cleansing rituals, such as smudging with
burning sage; shares a dozen tonics, including Celestial Nog
and Summer Lover; and offers an entire chapter on the use
of essential oils, both on the body and in the home. From
natural beauty solutions like a Blushing Bride Chickpea
Face Mask to showing how to tap into the full force of
female energy, Whole Beauty is a complete guide to
revitalizing your life.

The Holistic Beauty Book-Star Khechara 2008 Do you:
Worry about chemicals in your cosmetics? Want to use only
the very best fresh handmade holistic potions? Want to use
ethical and environmentally friendly products? Have
sensitive skin and need very pure potions? DIY skincare is
fun, easy and empowering. The Hand-made Beauty Book is
packed with safe, 100% natural, organic, eco-friendly
skincare potions that you can make at home that are
gorgeous yet affordable. Use vegan/vegetarian ingredients
which are organic, local and fairly-traded Make plain basecreams/ointments from scratch for herbal/aromatherapy use
Stop using skin-damaging & environmentally-damaging
chemicals Make wonderful soothing potions for pregnancy
and babycare Star includes recipes for lip balms, facecreams, body butters, massage bars, bath melts, scrubs,
cleansers, babycare products, moisturizers, facial toners,
masks and packs and much more. Visit the Facebook page click here.
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The Blender Girl-Tess Masters 2014 "100 glueten-free,
vegan recipes"--Cover.

Natural Beauty Alchemy: Make Your Own Organic
Cleansers, Creams, Serums, Shampoos, Balms, and
More-Fifi M. Maacaron 2015-02-02 Recipes for 100+
natural beauty products and help understanding organic
ingredients If you've spent hundreds of dollars looking for
the perfect moisturizer, or shampoo, or anti-aging serum,
but had no luck, then this book is for you. Written by a
licensed pharmacist and expert healthcare professional, it
contains not only more than 100 easy, all-natural recipes for
face, hair, and body, it will also help you to determine if a
store-bought product is truly organic or natural by
reviewing and explaining ingredients found in most of them.
It's a comprehensive guide to understanding and making
natural beauty products. Author Fifi Maacaron explains the
basics, answers questions, and discusses techniques.

Clean Beauty-Dominika Minarovic 2017-01-19 CLEAN
BEAUTY. CLEAN LIVING. Discover the perfect clean beauty
bible! Gone are the days of paying a premium for fancypants moisturizers and toners, whose ingredients read like a
chemistry lesson. Discover the delights of making your own
beauty products in the comfort of your own home. The
London-based Clean Beauty Co are leading the way with
luxury beauty recipes packed full of only the good stuff.
Scrub that bad day away with a coffee body scrub, or take a
long restorative bath with a coconut milk soak. Perhaps you
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fancy fixing those split ends with a banana split hair mask.
Whatever the problem, the Clean Beauty girls have a
homemade recipe that you can whip up in no time. So what
are you waiting for? Join the revolution today!

The American Duchess Guide to 18th Century BeautyLauren Stowell 2019-07-09 Master Iconic 18th Century Hair
and Makeup Techniques Ever wondered how Marie
Antoinette achieved her sky-high hairstyle or how women in
the 1700s created their voluminous frizz hairdos? The
American Duchess Guide to 18th Century Beauty answers
all your Georgian beauty questions—and teaches you all you
need to know to recreate the styles yourself. Learn how to
whip up your own pomatum and hair powder and correctly
use them to take your ’dos to the next level. From there,
dive into the world of buckles, hair cushions and papillote
papers with historically accurate hairstyles straight from the
1700s. And top all your hair masterpieces with millinery
from the time period, from a French night cap to a silk
bonnet to a simple, elegant chiffonet. With Lauren and
Abby’s step-by-step instructions and insightful commentary,
this must-have guide is sure to find a permanent place on
the shelves of all 18th century beauty enthusiasts.

The Complete Guide to Natural Homemade Beauty
Products and Treatments-Amelia Ruiz 2016-03-15 Allnatural ingredients that lead to beauty from head to toe.
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Make Your Own Pure Mineral Makeup-Heather
Anderson 2017-05-17 Making your own mineral makeup is
easy and inexpensive, and these 79 recipes detail how to
customize for skin type and color. Formulations for eye
shadow, foundation, concealer, blush, highlighter, and more
will help you create mineral-based powders free of
fragrances, parabens, and toxins. You’ll also learn to make
simple and safe lip balms and glosses. Many recipes include
ingredients that help promote healthy skin, and the in-depth
ingredient glossary and at-a-glance substitution chart
identify properties such as oil-absorbing and healing, while
also highlighting vegan options, so you can create cosmetics
that meet your skin’s needs and reflect your personal
values.
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